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Most of the existing automated terrain
analysis tools are not arranged into any
sort of classes and categories but are avail-
able haphazardly as commands on vari-
ous GIS systems or as software available
outside of commercial GIS systems
because of its specialized nature. In some
cases, the terrain tools are not completely
finalized and they require further soft-
ware work to cleanly interface with sys-
tems like ARC/INFO. To make sense of
these tools we have systematized them
into four major groups based on tradi-
tional divisions in geomorphology. These
include tools for hillslope analysis, catch-
ment analysis, and drainage pattern
analysis, as well as physical process mod-
eling tools that simulate the effects of ter-
rain morphology on various physical
ecosystem processes. 

All the tools we are presenting here use
DEMs as their only required data source,
with exceptions that will be noted. They
work primarily in Unix, but it should
also be possible to compile the software
to work on PCs. You should look at the
following list as an early look at capabili-
ties of which most could be made avail-
able soon depending on your expressed
interest. We also hope to be able to accept
a few project locations where we could
run the models and develop elevation
derivative data bases and related prod-
ucts. If you email, call, or send in a
response indicating your interest in the
toolset and their products, you will auto-
matically become an informal customer
for the project, part of a potential user
group, and will be kept advised on our
progress and access to the software. We
should remind you that in some cases we
still will need to get into a mutual
arrangement with another agency before
we can distribute their software at BLM.

Hillslope Analysis Tools
• Slope gradient analysis — calculates

slope gradients in degrees or percent
based of Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) data. This data aids in evalu-
ation of soil erosion and landslide
potential, in identification of poten-
tial soil types along slope profiles, and
other applications mostly hydrologic
and geomorphic in nature. Available
as an ARC GRID function.

• Slope length analysis — calculates
length of each flowpath on the ter-
rain from any point to a nearest local
elevation maximum identified from
DEM data. A flowpath can be com-
pared to complex cross section of the
slope, or slope profile, made along
the steepest path on the slope.
Therefore, slope length can be useful
in locating a soil type on a hillslope.
Slope length is also useful particular-
ly in erosion and sediment yield cal-
culations. Available as an ARC
GRID function.

• Slope aspect analysis — calculates
the orientation of a slope facet in
degrees from the northern direction
from DEM data, mainly useful to
solar irradiation calculations.
Available as an ARC GRID function. 

• Planimetric curvature analysis —
calculates the curvature of slope that
is parallel to the elevation contours
which can be used to help identify
divergent or convergent flow areas on
the landscape: convergent flow gen-
erally indicates higher erosion and
transport potential, while the diver-
gent flow indicates lower potential.
Available as an ARC GRID function.

• Profile curvature analysis — calcu-
lates the curvature perpendicular to
the elevation contours from DEMs
which indicates whether any particu-
lar point on the hillslope profile is in
an area of convex or concave curva-
ture. This indicates whether the area
is more likely to be erosive or deposi-
tional. Available as an ARC GRID
function.

• Neighborhood or focal curvature
analysis — recently developed at
NARSC, this capability permits aver-

aging of negative and positive slopes
over neighborhoods of various sizes
and shapes and is useful in visualiza-
tion of specific and general hillslope
curvature patterns in map view.
Available as an AML and C software
that imitates an ARC command.

• Fourth-order-of-relief analysis —
this set of methods divides the land-
scape into the categories of: convex
areas which include crests of convex-
ities and convex slopes; flat areas
(neighborhood curvature=0) which
include sloping flats (curvature=0,
slope>0) and horizontal flats (curva-
ture=0, slope=0); and concave areas
which include concave slopes, open
basins or valleys, enclosed basins or
depressions, and troughs of concavi-
ties. The fourth-order-of-relief analy-
sis permits map representation of
hillslope morphology in great detail
and at various levels of generalization
making it easier to identify hillslope
patterns and slope types (e.g. head
slope, nose slope, foot slope, etc.)

Drainage pattern analysis tools:
• Flowpath delineation based on topo-

graphic relief aids the identification
of flow patterns across landscape
with relief (STREAMNET-
WORK.AML);

• Stream order analysis (Strahler and
Shreve methods) permits situating of
stream reaches and related catch-
ments in the context of a hierarchical
framework: aids in multi-scale analy-
sis and in relating our units to
national hydrologic unit frameworks; 

• Analysis of accumulation of water
flow along flow paths throughout the
entire landscape permits delineation
of drainage patterns and aids evalua-
tion of water accumulation in
streams: can be understood as repre-
senting catchment area for any point
on the landscape;

• Other drainage network analysis
tools, such as tools for modeling
cumulative effect of runoff across a
connected network of watersheds,
are currently being studied and will
be discussed more closely in future
resource notes.
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Watershed analysis tools: 

• Delineation of catchments based on:
- Natural divides in the terrain
- User-specified catchment outlets

(MAKESHEDS.AML, SEED-
SHEDMODEL.AML)

- Location of stream junctions
(REACHSHEDMODEL.AML)

• Watershed order analysis - based on
stream order analysis using Strahler
and Shreve methods.

• Basin morphometric parameters -
BASINSOFT is an encrypted AML
tool that has been made possible by
some excellent software development
work performed by our colleagues at
the USGS based on century of devel-
opments in quantitative geomor-
phometry. Basin morphometric para-
meters not only describe the shape of
catchments in a variety of way,s but
many of them have hydrologic signif-
icance and can be related to surface
water processes occurring in the
catchment. Although the software is
available only at the USGS (we have
a test version of it), we can perform
the basin morphometric analysis
with their help. A partial list of basin
geomorphometric variables that can
be calculated with this software
includes methods to measure average
basin slope, shape factor, basin rotun-
dity, stream density, relative relief,
constant of channel maintenance,
ruggedness number, and more.

Automated physical process
models:

These models are available in the Terrain
Analysis for Environmental Sciences
(TAPES) software developed primarily
based on work by the late Dr. Ion Moore
and continued by Dr. John Gallant at the
Centre for Resource and Environmental
Studies in Australia and Dr. John Wilson
from University of Southern California
and Montana State University. The soft-
ware is a set of programs that works both
on grids and contour data to model influ-
ence of terrain on various environmental
processes.

• Calculation of solar irradiation
and temperature based on topogra-
phy is helpful in evaluation of the
geographic distribution of solar
energy input into the landscape;

• Calculation of wetness
index, soil wetness, and
evapotranspiration based
on solar irradiation calculations
and products of other available
modules;

• Calculation of dynamic
wetness index which accounts for
limited time available for water to
drain from upslope areas;

• Spectral analysis of DEM
surfaces to determine their fractal
dimension and, therefore, surface
roughness.

• Calculation of potential soil
erosion index based on several
terrain variables.

This software represents about 20 years
of dedicated research effort and is avail-
able as a public domain access with some
limitations. The models can provide esti-
mates of the results of various environ-
mental processes based on DEMs and
auxilliary data such a solar radiation file,
vegetation, and soil data. Preparation of
these additional data inputs is relatively
easy to accomplish based on existing data
sources. If there is enough interest in this
software, it is currently available as C and
FORTRAN source code which we can
compile for the AIX machines at the
BLM for use as contributed resource
analysis software that interfaces with the
ARC/INFO GIS and generates
ARC/INFO data.

At NARSC, we the see the function of
translating research into practical man-
agement as a common responsibility of
all the scientists at the BLM, but we also
realize that our various duties might not
give us time to get acquainted with the
latest tools. The START project is the
beginning of our contribution to making
access to these tools easier. For further
information on it and on related efforts
contact:

Jacek Blaszczynski
Physical Scientist
BLM NARSC RS-120
DFC Bldg. 50
Lakewood, Colorado 80225
Tel. (303) 236-5263
jblaszcz@blm.govRange
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Resource Notes are intended to be early
announcements of technical and informational topics for

Bureau of Land Management personnel and some of their customers.
Information in this Resource Note is based on the opinion and

experience of the author and has not been peer-reviewed. Conclusions
and opinions expressed herein do not

necessarily represent those of BLM. Use of trade names does not
imply U.S. Government endorsement of commercial products.

If you have received a copy of or found out about Resource
Notes in an indirect way and would like to be included in future

mailings, please send the following:

NAME, TITLE, MAILING ADDRESS and a list of the two or three
subject areas that you are most interested in or that most directly

relate to your job. Send this information to Phil Dittberner, BLM,
RS-140, P.O. Box 25047, Denver, CO. 80225-0047 or

phil_dittberner@blm.gov or FAX 303-236-3508.

If you would like to prepare a Resource Note for
distribution, or you have an idea and author in mind for a good

Resource Note, please contact Phil Dittberner at
303-236-1833, FAX 303-236-3508 or phil_dittberner@blm.gov with
the topic and the name of writer, including an address, phone num-

ber, and e-mail address.

Thank you for your interest in Resource NoteS.


